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A NOTE FROM OUR CEO

 It took a global pandemic to make us realize what was in front of us all along: the undeniable multi-functionality of 
the internet. While we all languished in lockdown, the world came to us through our phones, tablets and 
computers.

Most brands realized mid-or-post-lockdown that having an e-commerce presence is of the essence for any 
business to survive in the absence of a physical location. While we all trialed-and-errored as we generated leads, 
and tried to convert those leads to sales, we forgot to remember that paid digital media is globally a very young 
field, with very few experts.

In Pakistan, paid digital media: paid search, paid social etc. only had a chance to thrive after the advent of 3/4G 
internet towards the end of 2014. The field is dynamic, but in Pakistan, it is still in its early stages, the specialists 
are still young and learning, and as we experiment more, we learn more. Yes, progress is essential, but so is 
patience.

While we celebrate conversions, we must remember to attribute the conversion back to its origin. Just putting up 
a paid digital media campaign online is not enough to generate results. Did a customer view an ad on Facebook 
and find their way to your physical store? Did they search your brand on Google and buy your product online? This 
needs to be achieved through a Customer Relationship Management software, or CRM, which is the backbone of 
any customer experience that has digital media driving traffic through stores, whether physical or online. If you 
are planning to take your brand online or market online, do invest in a strong CRM so you know where your 
customer was exposed to your ad unit, and how they proceeded to transact next.

Finally, agency and brand need to work in absolute partnership to achieve and boost conversions. The agency 
must be completely in sync, not just with the marketing team, but also the business development team converting 
leads offline, and the e-commerce team managing online conversions.

I welcome discussion on experiments in exploring this new avenue.
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WELCOMING ON-BOARD OUR NEW CLIENT

PSI: WORLD CONTRACEPTION DAY
East River Production

For World Contraception Day, PSI Pakistan collaborated with East River for an animation that encouraged 
consideration of family planning. The message was simple: every child deserves to be welcomed into the 
world happily. The video received over 34k views within two days.
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PSI PAKISTAN
East River created its first print ad for a special World 
Contraception Day supplement carried by Dawn, 
promoting PSI Pakistan’s undertaking to 
#MakeSpace for a healthier, more prosperous 
society.
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Best Regards,

Faizan S. Syed

Always thrilled when we can collaborate with 
our client-partners to produce something that 
makes an impact, we congratulate Team 
Zeera Plus and Team East River for picking up 
the Best Social Media Campaign On 
Instagram Award at Pakistan Digital Awards 
2020.
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3 THINGS MARKETERS CAN DO TO
ACCELERATE DIGITAL MARKETING
TRANSFORMATION

Google Insight Of The Month

The pandemic has enabled companies to navigate new policies and regulations aimed at improving 
consumers’ online experiences and respecting their privacy.

One way companies can navigate these challenges is by increasing their digital marketing maturity. This 
means putting the right technology and organizational strategies in place to achieve effective reach and 
measurement while honoring users’ privacy preferences.

Studies found that companies that had achieved full digital maturity were able to deliver relevant content 
to consumers at multiple moments across the customer journey and saw cost savings of up to 30% and 
revenue increases of as much as 20%.

The three ways to benefits from the digital-first formula include:

Let first-party data be your guide- Harnessing first-party data paints a clear picture of these shifting 
behaviors and evolving audience segments 

Connect your data to unlock audience insights and improve ROI- by connecting data from various 
places around their organization in an anonymized and aggregated way to build a more complete picture 
of the customer journey. 
 
Prioritize cross-functional collaboration and strategic partnerships- today’s uncertain climate has 
forced CMOs and their digital marketing teams to be more nimble and creative, and they will benefit from 
maintaining these habits for the long haul. 
 
Becoming more digitally mature will ensure that your company has the technical and organizational 
muscle to support long-term success.
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IKEA COMPARES ITS SLEEP PRODUCTS
TO ENERGY DRINKS AND FACE CREAMS
IN CLEVER OUTDOOR PUSH

Standout Campaign Of The Month

Ikea continues to promote itself as the purveyor of a good night's sleep in its latest U.K. campaign, this time 
with a series of posters.

The outdoor work, via Mother, compares sleep to products such as anti-aging creams, energy drinks and 
vitamin supplements. It features Ikea bedding products such as miniature pillows and sheets, emerging from 
packaging for such products. The idea is to compare the benefits of a good night of slumber with products 
that promise a lot when it comes to health and energy but don't necessarily deliver. 

Ikea’s campaign encourages people to reappraise the role of sleep as it looks to position its bedroom 
furniture and bedding as the answer to sleepless nights.

Ikea UK and Ireland marketing communication manager Kemi Anthony says: “2020 has been a strange year 
and as we’ve all slowly adapted to the new normal, a lot of people have found that their sleep has been 
affected.”

Stress and anxiety can have a really damaging effect on sleep, which in turn impacts our waking life too. A 
good night’s sleep sets us up for a great next day, and the new integrated campaign aims to help people find 
ways to prioritize sleep. There really is a lot of truth in the notion that a brilliant day starts the night before.

East River Achievement 

Print Ad

A campaign is more liquid when it has fewer constraints. As a result, the delivery system is able to turn up valuable 
opportunities that would otherwise have been excluded. Adding these constraints delivers more control but 
reduces liquidity. That can result in higher costs and lower efficiency.

Different products can work together to allow advertisers to gain control across the four main dimensions of 
liquidity: placement, audience, budget and creative. It’s important to note that the dimensions of liquidity are 
interdependent. Putting a constraint on one dimension will limit the opportunities available to the system .

Advertisers may exert more control on ad delivery systems if: 
- They value opportunities within the same campaign differently.
- They are using the same channel for different strategies
- They have data from sources the ad system can’t access
- They have business restrictions
- They want to hone your campaign goals over time
- They have multifaceted goals—for example, wanting to drive page engagement while also needing to keep 
costs down

Considering the interdependent nature of the dimensions of liquidity, advertisers should maintain light touch.  
Placing constraints on one or two areas can often help in delivering the desired amount of control while 
maintaining efficiency.

HOW MEDIA TEAMS 
CAN THOUGHTFULLY 
BALANCE LIQUIDITY 

AND CONTROL

Facebook Insight Of The Month
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Stay tuned for more
East River updates

You can find us on:

https://www.facebook.com/eastriverpk

https://www.instagram.com/east_riverpk/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-u6qP9HtcjIYH8YUvA0fqQ

https://www.linkedin.com/company/eastriverpk/

https://eastriverdigital.com/

Positioned to provide everyday conventional and Islamic 
banking solutions and promote �nancial inclusion.

KARACHI, PAKISTAN

DIGI AWARD:
BEST SOCIAL

MEDIA CAMPAIGN
ON INSTAGRAM 

MINI OREO
Mini Oreo hit the market in all its tiny-but-playful glory 

earlier this year, but we launched the SKU on digital with 
its very sound advice to: Pop, Play, And Pass It On. 

A PR box with all Mini Oreo variants was sent to 
Influencers and celebrity Hira Mani, which generated big 
buzz for the little cookie, and reached over 410 k people.

Digital Launch

Featured in this exclusive newsletter are the new 
client-partners we have welcomed to the East River 
family this month, successful creative executions on 
digital, and new milestones proudly achieved. 
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